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Abstract— Object tracking has been an attractive study topic in 
computer vision in recent years, thanks to the development of 
video monitoring systems. Tracking-Learning Detection (TLD), 
Compressive Tracking (CT), and Clustering of Static-Adaptive 
Correspondences for Deformable Object Tracking are some of the 
state-of-the-art methods for motion object tracking (CMT). We 
present a fusion model that combines TLD and CMT in this study. 
To restrict the calculation time of the CMT technique, the fusion 
TLD CMT model enhanced the TLD benefits of computation time 
and accuracy on t no deformable objects. The experimental results 
on the Vojir dataset for three techniques (TLD, CMT, and TLD 
CMT) demonstrated that our fusion proposal successfully trades 
off CMT accuracy for computing time. 
Keywords: Object Tracking, Tracking-Learning-
Detection (TLD), Clustering of Static-Adaptive Correspondences for 
Deformable Object Tracking (CMT). 
I.  INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 
Object tracking has been an attractive study topic in 
computer vision in recent years, thanks to the development of 
video monitoring systems. Some are single-camera tracking 
systems, while others are multi-camera tracking systems. In 
industrialized nations, almost all of these systems are based on 
high resolution or full HD. Many video surveillance systems 
exist in Vietnam, a growing country. 
In the field of object tracking, a new line of study has 
recently been presented that focuses on improving tracing 
accuracy while reducing processing time. Structured Output 
Tracking (STR) [1], Tracking-Learning Detection (TLD) [2,10], 
Sparsity-based Collaborative Model (SCM) [3], Fragments-
based Tracking (FT) [4], Compressive Tracking (CT) [5], and 
Clustering of Static-Adaptive Correspondences for Deformable 
Object Tracking (CMT) [6,9] are some of the state-of-the-art 
methods for motion object tracking. 
We have a comparison to these state-of-the-art methods 
using the Vojir dataset, which consists of sequences of varied 
lengths for the assessment, according to Georg Nebehay [6] et 
al. On the Vojir dataset of start of art tracking techniques, the 
average number of processed frames per second is shown in the 
table below: 
TABLE I.     Processed frames/sec of start of art  













The goal of this study is to find an object tracking approach 
that is appropriate for the Vietnam situation. Due to the low 
configuration of many Vietnam cameras monitoring systems, 
the tradeoff of accuracy for longer processing time is acceptable. 
To use in a real-world application in Vietnam, such as item 
tracking in apartment building surveillance cameras or infant 
tracking at a preschool. 
Trackers are simple to use, need no startup, and create 
smooth trajectories. They, on the other hand, acquire inaccuracy 
over time (drift) and generally fail if the item is deformed or 
vanishes from the camera view. CMT can overcome these 
weaknesses. 
With typical quality processing cameras systems in Vietnam, 
the TLD technique has a high processing time, but the CMT 
method has a greater accuracy. In order to enhance the 
processing time of CMT by combining with the TLD technique, 
a combinational model comprising two tracking methods is 
proposed. TLD and CMT are both open source and support the 
C++ programming language. 
The following is how the rest of the paper is organized: TLD 
and CMT are two related works studied in Section II. Section III 
delves into the details of our TLD CMT fusion proposal model 
based on [7, 11], which combines TLD and CMT tracking 
methods. The experiments and assessment of our proposed 
model TLD CMT are discussed in Section IV. The final section 
contains the conclusion and recommendations for further study. 
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED OF WORK 
A. Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD) 
TLD is a common technique used in many tracking systems. 
It indicates that the detection and tracking processes are both 
active at the same time. When the item does not disappear in the 
frame scene, these approaches are suitable; nevertheless, they 
are difficult to use when the object is out of view. TLD will solve 
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these issues since the detection and tracking of objects are done 
independently. 
Furthermore, as compared to prior traditional approaches, 
TLD will improve the precision of the learning process. 
 
Figure 1. TLD overview process [7] 
B. Clustering of Static-Adaptive Correspondences for 
Deformable Object Tracking (CMT) 
CMT [6] use the cluster of correspondences for 
distinguishing the inlier and outlier key points. CMT is key point 
based tracking algorithm based on hierarchical clustering 
algorithm. 
While TLD isn't great at tracking deformed things, CMT has 
a greater accuracy than TLD when it comes to deformable items. 
The clustering method, on the other hand, takes longer to 
process. Furthermore, the best cutoff threshold value should be 
determined during the procedure. 
III. THE FUSION TLD AND CMT METHOD FOR 
MOTION OBJECT TRACKING 
The aim of our TLD CMT model proposal is to integrate the 
TLD and CMT together. The three process stages in the fusion 
TLD CMT model are hierarchical clustering, identifying 
deformable/non-deformable objects, and running the tracking 
algorithm. 
 
Figure 2. The Fusion TLD_CMT proposal model 
In step 1, the hierarchical clustering and key point matching 
of CMT will be performed to reduce the CMT algorithm's 
calculation time. 
In step 2, identify object categories () in order to select the 
best tracking method for utilizing the benefits of CMT on 
deformable objects while keeping calculation time to a 
minimum. 
In step 3, choose an appropriate tracking algorithm that 
balances time and accuracy. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
We also created our proposal model on C++ programming 
languages in Ubuntu for our tests, based on TLD and CMT 
source code. TLD and CMT were also installed on our machine 
for comparison. 
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Figure 3. The TLD tracking system 
 
Figure 4. The CMT tracking system 
 
Figure 5. The Fusion TLD_CMT tracking system 
All of the following tests were carried out on a standard 
laptop, a Dell Inspiron N5010 with a Core I5 460M processor 
running at 2,53 GHz, 6GB of RAM, a 240GB SSD, and Xubuntu 
16.04 LTS installed. We utilize the Vojir tracking dataset [8], 
which consists of 77 sequences, for both tracking accuracy and 
calculation time. 
 
TABLE II.     Processed frames/sec of TLD, CMT, and Fusion 
TLD_CMT  
# Type TLD CMT 
Fusion 
TLD_CMT  
1 Ball  25 18 23 
2 Board  7.7 0.5 2.7 
3 Box  7.25 0.4 1.04 
4 
Cup on 
table  29 4 9.81 
5 Dog 1 34 13 23.17 
6 Gym 21 4.5 14.75 




occluded 34 5.1 25 
9 Singer 20.9 0.54 1.71 
 Average 20.98 5.16 11.36 
 
The computation time for our proposed technique TLD CMT 
is always in the midway of TLD and CMT. Our TLD CMT 
technique achieves the same accuracy as CMT in deformable 
objects such as partially occluded people. Even if in certain cases 
in the live cameras system with actual data, our fusion TLD 
CMT can overcome the partially blindfolded object as shown in 
Fig. 5, our fusion TLD CMT can overcome the partly blinded 
object as shown in Fig. 5. 
The result in Fig. 6 were computed on Vojir dataset for 3 
methods (TLD, CMT, TLD_CMT) showing the success of 
tradeoff the accuracy of CMT to the computation time in our 
fusion proposal method in almost object types. 
 
 
Figure 6. The Comparative of process time (frames/sec) one-by-one object 
types on Vojir dataset. 
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The average comparing of three methods is shown in Fig. 7. 
 
Figure 7. The Comparative of average process time (frames/sec) on Vojir 
dataset. 
In general, our fusion approach takes more than twice as long 
as CMT, yet it maintains an accuracy of more than 80%, much 
like CMT (success plot compute all frames). It demonstrates the 
viability of using certain cameras for monitoring and tracking 
purposes. 
V. CONCLUSION 
We presented a fusion object tracking model that combined 
TLD and CMT in this study. In order to enhance CMT 
calculation speed, the proposed model featured TLD tradeoff 
partial accuracy CMT.  
To restrict the calculation time of the CMT technique, the 
fusion TLD CMT model enhanced the TLD benefits of 
computation time and accuracy on t no deformable objects. 
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